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POD Network Committees

New Core Committee members (terms expire in April 1982) and their addresses:

John W. Anderson  
Chairperson, Economics  
Bucknell University  
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania 17837  
(717) 524–1247

Sandra Cheldelin Inglis  
Director, Educational Development Resources  
College of Osteopathic Medicine  
Ohio University  
Grosvenor Hall  
Athens, Ohio 45701  
(614) 594–6401, ext. 293

Ike Morgulis  
Director  
Centre for Instructional Development  
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute  
50 Gould Street  
Toronto, Ontario, Canada  
M5B 1E8  
(416) 595–5134

Sheryl Riechmann  
Assistant Professor  
HS/ABS School of Education  
477 Hills So.  
University of Massachusetts  
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002  
(413) 545–3620

Clare Rose  
President, Evaluation and Training Institute  
12401 Wilshire Boulevard  
Los Angeles, California 90025  
(213) 820–8521

David B. Whitcomb  
Director  
Center for Faculty Development  
CSU Long Beach  
1250 Bellflower Boulevard  
Long Beach, California 90840  
(213) 498–5287

Robert E. Young  
Associate Director  
Center for Improving Teaching Effectiveness  
Virginia Commonwealth University  
310 N. Shafer Street  
Richmond, Virginia 23284  
(804) 257–1121

Carol Zion  
Director  
Management and Organization Development  
Miami-Dade Community College  
11380 NW 27 Avenue  
Miami, Florida 33167  
(305) 685–4514

Continuing Core Committee members, POD officers and other committees are listed in the POD Quarterly (Spring 1979).